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Composer/Play writer’s notes: 
 
     “Mirror” is my first chamber opera, the original libretto was written in Chinese. There’re two characters: man and woman, and a 
narrator: composer. I consider the opera itself a container for loading my philosophical statement on the strong conflicts between male 
and female. In this opera, man and woman are gender symbols; they only exist in a space-less and timeless suppositional sealed stage. 
The libretto in original Chinese is rather abstract, and English can’t translate all the original meanings, especially the irregular rhythms 
of Chinese words, and the grammar innovations for artistic reasons. 
     There is no “normal sense” story line to go through the opera, the drama developed by the emotional tensions changing. The 
dramatic conflicts are rooted on man and woman’s denying on their gender roles that are instructed by the history and society.  
     “Mirror” is dedicated to “The Second Sex” of Simone de Beauvoir. The last words of my libretto are “gender evolution”. I am a 
feminist, but I hope the word “feminism” will disappear from the dictionary soon. I hope in the future, nobody would every make any 
gender selections; no woman needs to push up feminist revolutions anymore. 
     By the time I composed the opera in Shanghai Conservatory of Music where the composition department had 36 male professors 
and never have a female professor since 1927 when the school founded. I wrote this “protesting composition” to the male dominant 
composition department, and regard it as my 19th birthday gift. The opera was recorded on my 19th birthday in Shanghai on 
Janurary.9th, 2008.  
     I used Peking Tenor instead of a normal tenor because Peking Tenor’s falsetto voice is a “timbre symbol”, which denying the male 
gender. In the climax of the opera, man and woman shouting “I hate gender” together. 
     Although “Mirror” was published in Vienna because it was awarded, the paper about the opera is very hard to be translated to 
English in terms of the gender study, philosophy, grammar revolution, musical libretto language, “music collage” thinking, mini 
drama’s structure aesthetics, dualism divided logic, and female musical symbols. I still carry these principles in opera composition. 
My several other dramas are more complicated; any of them can be made to a very large project. I look forward accomplishing more 
chamber operas in my doctor program.    
 

 

     



English Translation of “Mirror”----Yiguo Yan 

Prelude: 

Composer: I have designed an absurd drama, it is established on women’s non-causality logic system. An absurd tragedy. 

 

Scene 1 

Man: I want to draw eye shadow. 

Woman: I want to shave all my hair, I want, I want… 

Man: I want to wear a skirt. 

Woman: I want to grow a beard, I want to…. 

Man: I want to apply lip-steak. 

Woman: Hahahaha….. 

Man: I want a man who loves me. 

Woman: I want to love a woman. 

Man: I want to torture male animals. 

Woman: I want to torture female dolls. 

Man: I cannot bare the painful delusions. 

Woman: I hate the jealous smells between women. 

Man: I hate the bloody smells between men. 

Woman: I cannot explain my sensitive nerves. 

Man+Woman: I hate genders! 



Woman: I hate genders… 

Man: I hate genders!! 

Man: I hope reaper catch my pains. 

Woman: I desire a grey colored spider web…. 

Composer: Two painful souls are intervening each other. 

 

Scene 2 

Man: Golden picock…purple sky…. angles in white…green eyes…silver and pink lights…. look at me…. (ha…).red body….black 

nails….blue hair…yellow lips. 

Woman: I am afraid! I’m afraid of sunshine, afraid of flowers, afraid of dark, afraid of pain, afraid of pink, afraid of sights, afraid of 

lies, afraid of neglecting, afraid of isolation, only death…like a pure and faint call, lightens my gloomy life! 

Man: Get away from my sight! You disgusting ghost! God! We are sealed! Tell me, where we are? I cannot feel hungry, cannot feel 

sleepy, and cannot feel time’s movement. I can only gaze at this dark space. No! Is this rebirth? Or death? 

Woman: Let cockroaches bite your guts, the needle of time will pierce through your eyes! You will watch yourself burn into ashes! 

Let the moral fires burn out all the evil contracts! I will ruin the hell thoroughly! For I am the bloody justified warrior! Ah!! 

Composer: At this moment, they are unified! 

 

Scene 3: 

Man: Moment, moment, moment is a decorated refinement that is abstracted from the moving reality. 

Woman: Sacrifice, Sacrifice, Sacrifice is a violent behavior that give up sexual privilege in order to satisfy the frenzy theory. 



Man+Woman: Hahahahahaha……(Crazy laughter) 

All players and singers: Movement and stillness, eternity and moment, fantasy and reality, society and individual, no death! Black and 

red, green and blue, yellow and purple, grey and pink, no white! 

Man: Moment wants to be destroyed! 

Woman: Sacrifice wants to be destroyed! 

Man: Moment wants to be destroyed! 

Woman: Sacrifice wants to be destroyed! 

Man+Woman: We are abandoned by death, but cannot rebirth! 

Man+Woman: Gender evolution. 






















































































